Chinese as well as images from UW1 database confirms the validity of the proposed method.
Introduction
A usual way of doing text retrieval from scanned document images is to first convert the text into a machine readable form such as in the ASCII format. The technique of OCR has been well developed with high accuracy. However, the technique is still not perfect requiring human correction that could incur a prohibitive cost for a large document corpus. Of course, one can bypass the human correction to do retrieval of OCR degraded text [1] and simulated OCR output [2] with reasonable results. Yet another problem with the OCR approach is its language dependence requiring different OCR systems to deal with multi-lingual documents.
If the goal is to retrieve a handful of relevant text documents for human reading, then doing full character recognition of the entire corpus will be a wasteful effort if there is a cheaper way to retrieve these documents by merely treating them as images. The motivation for our proposed method in this paper is to perform effective retrieval of multilingual documents without OCR. Of course we should bear in mind that one obvious disadvantage with our approach is that no electronic text is obtained which is achievable by the OCR approach.
The basic idea for our new approach is to classify character objects in the document based on image features namely the Vertical Traverse Density and Horizontal Traverse Density. An n-gram based document vector is constructed and similarity between a pair of documents is obtained from the dot product of the two respective vectors. N-gram is more promising than words in our application due to the problem of segmentation into words in some languages like Chinese, and due to the language independence nature of the n-grams.
We will first give an overview of related work in section 2. We will then discuss in section 3 feature extraction from character objects in imaged documents and then in section 4 the construction of document vectors based on character features. Section 5 will present the experimental results with seven document corpora as well as images from the university of Washington image database UW1, to be followed by a conclusion in section 6.
Related Work
Our method is based on the n-gram text similarity approach proposed by Damashek [3] where input text strings are read in to find occurrence frequencies of n consecutive characters so as to build a vector for each document. Text retrieval can then be realized by measuring text similarity based on the dot product of document vectors. Although Damashek's approach received criticism questioning about its ranking among existing systems, it still demonstrated its adequacy, language independence as well as garble resistance in document retrieval [4] .
The proposed image-based n-gram method is believed to exhibit the same strength.
Related to our attempt to avoid OCR, we find the work of Chen and Bloomberg [5] who propose a text summarization method without the use of OCR. However their method only applies to one document at a time with one predominant font. They also propose a method for word spotting in document images based on a hidden Markov model [6] but the features used are language dependent. Y. He et al [7] propose an index and retrieval method for Chinese document images based on stroke density code that is also language dependent. R. S. Caprari [8] uses a template matching technique to detect duplicated documents but it is not suitable for content-based similarity measure. In the compressed domain, Hull and Cullen [9] describe a method to detect equivalent document images by matching feature vectors based on pass codes of document segments. D. S. Lee and J. Hull [10] describe a deciphering algorithm that uses the results of character clustering from a JBIG2 compression algorithm to recognize text in a document. Several approaches to language classification of multilingual documents based on character features by Spitz et al [11] , Suen [12] and Tan [13] are also related to the present work but these character features only facilitate language specification instead of document retrieval. Our method is distinct from all these previous works, in the sense that we create ngrams using simple image features to achieve effective retrieval of multilingual documents.
Feature Extraction
Preprocessing of the imaged documents is first done involving de-skew, noise removal and layout analysis to remove headlines and pictures or photographs [14] leaving finally the main text body of an article to be processed which is typically of one predominant font type and size. Connected component analysis is then performed to identify character objects.
There are three kinds of character objects. Characters of the first kind have only one connected component. The second kind refers to characters having more than one connected component, such as characters "i" and "j". The third kind consists of characters that are connected to each other, such as "ft" and "ff".
Based on horizontal projections [14] , we divide the document image into many rectangu- 
where diff(V i ,V j ) is a function to calculate the distance between vectors V i and V j . Based on the average width of the characters' strokes, the two vectors are allowed to slide within a range of c − and c when placing the vectors side by side to get the best match, i.e. the minimum distance. Assuming that i n and j n are the dimensions of vectors V i and V j , respectively, and
is defined as follow:
where,
is the number of items that are different when comparing vectors n as follows:
and the mapping of elements from V i to k i U and from V j to k j U is done in equations (4) and (5) respectively, with value 0 as fillers to make both k i U and k j U to be of the same length
Based on the above distance measure, an supervised classifier groups character objects in the document image into a set of classes. Each class is represented by the class centroid that is the mean of all objects in the class. The result of classification is shown in figure 2(c) and
The number attached to each character object is the object's class sequence number.
One class set of character objects can be obtained from each imaged document. The number of classes in different sets, which are extracted in document images, may be different.
When we code the character objects, it is necessary that one unified class set be used to describe objects in different document images. Furthermore, the predominant font of different images may have different font sizes. The feature vectors in the centroids of classes, which actually represent the same object, will have different dimensions. So, the feature vectors in the centroids of classes cannot be used directly to measure similarity of classes in different sets. All vectors must be normalized first. If we assume that the dimension of a vector after normalization is a constant c n , the original vector
will be substituted by the where i*n/ c n is rounded up to an integer so that the original n elements are mapped to c n elements in the new vector.
Here, the constant c n must be set sufficiently large so that all features stored in the vectors may be preserved. After the feature vectors in all the centroids of classes are normalized to c n dimension vectors, we build a new class set that consists of the elements in all class sets. The distances of classes are re-computed. If the distance of two classes is close enough, we assume that they are equivalent and all equivalent classes are merged into one class.
Therefore, the equivalent objects in different document images can be denoted by the same object class. A look-up table is then built to map each character object in an imaged document to its unified character object class.
N-gram Algorithm
N-gram algorithm was first proposed by Damashek [3] to gauge the similarity of electronic texts. An n-gram is a sequence of n consecutive characters. A sequence of n-grams is obtained by sliding an n-item wide window over the text one character forward at a time. A hash table is created to assign a unique number to each distinctive n-gram and to keep track of the frequency of occurrences of all distinctive n-grams. The hash table for each document so created becomes the document vector.
The similarity score between two document vectors is defined as their scalar product divided by their lengths. A scalar product is calculated through summing up the products of the corresponding elements. This is equivalent to the cosine of the angle between two document vectors seen from the origin. So, the similarity between document images m and n will be
where, X m and X n are the document vectors of images m and n, respectively, and J is the dimension of each document vector, and
We will now apply the same concept of text similarity on the images of character objects.
An n-gram will now be the n consecutive character objects detected based on the features extraction described earlier.
Experimental Results
Experiments were carried out to examine the performance of the proposed method, including ability of retrieving multilingual documents, robustness to degraded documents and changing fonts. Seven corpora of imaged documents from various sources and images from UW1 database were used. For images scanned from printouts, the default resolution is 600 pixels / inch.
Corpus I consists of 26 articles (E01 -E26) extracted from the web, addressing four different topics. The articles were thus already machine readable. Document images were then created by scanning their printouts in 10-point Times New Roman font. We picked the first article of each group namely E01, E13, E18 and E22 as query articles to find similarity with the rest using the original text-based model and the present image-based model as shown in figure 3 .
While corpus I came from the printer, corpora II and III were scanned directly from newspapers (figure 4). To produce their text versions for benchmarking, an OCR system was used to extract the text from the images. OCR errors in the extracted texts were corrected by hand.
Pair-wise comparisons among the articles in these two corpora were carried out to find textbased similarity and image-based similarity. Figure 5 The tests with the above three corpora show a striking resemblance between the textbased and image-based n-gram models, though the former provides more distinguishable similarity measures. Furthermore, the Chinese news article images show equally convincing results, thus confirming the language independence of our approach. 
E01 E03 E05 E07 E09 E11 E13 E15 E17 E19 E21 E23 E25 Similarity
Comparing with document E22 Figure 3 . Comparing image-based and text-based similarity among documents from Corpus I containing 26 English news articles from the web, on four topics: E01-12 are about economic crises in Brazil; E13-17 are on PCs; E18-E21 tell of scholarship; E22-E26 report on a nuclear spy in the U.S. Articles were printed and scanned in as images.
Figures 3 and 5 show a threshold of 0.2 for text-based similarity and a slightly lower threshold between 0.1 and 0.2 for the image-based similarity. The choice of threshold is thus investigated using corpora IV and V which contain 159 English news articles and 80 Chinese news articles, respectively. Both corpora were each grouped into eight categories based on their contents. These articles, being different from the first three corpora, are images either downloaded from the web or scanned from newspaper cuttings, and they were not OCR'ed and corrected by hand. We set thresholds at 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2, respectively, and find the values of precision and recall 1 based on the usual definition adopted in information retrieval. 1 Precision is defined as the percentage of the number of correctly retrieved articles over the number of all retrieved articles while recall is the percentage of the number of correctly retrieved articles over the number of articles in the category. We carried out the experiments on all articles in corpora IV and V, taking one article in turn as the query each time. We compute the average recall and precision over each category (also known as macro-average in information retrieval) for both corpora as shown in Table 1 .
We can see a trade-off between precision and recall. At 0.2 threshold, the average precision is 100% but the recall is 44% for English articles and 39.6% for Chinese articles. Using a lower threshold at 0.1, on the other hand, lower the precision to 73.9% and 69.4% for English articles and Chinese articles, respectively, but the recall rates have been raised to 85.7% and 79.5%, respectively. Thus, setting a higher threshold gives a better precision but poorer recall, and the reverse is true for a lower threshold. If the emphasis is on retrieving only relevant articles, then a 0.2 threshold should be used. On the other hand, if the intent is to retrieve as many as possible news articles, then a threshold of 0.1 may be adopted. Setting 0.15 as the threshold appears a good compromise. Table 1 also shows a slightly better performance for English imaged documents than Chinese, the reason being the more complicated character shapes in Chinese and hence a much greater number of character object classes to handle. We would like to study the performance of the proposed method for degraded documents.
So we generate corpus VI using the same set of articles as in corpus I, but to simulate the degradation of documents we use a much lower scanning resolution of 300 pixels / inch, which is half of the resolution for generating corpus I. We repeated similar steps as in previous experiments and comparisons of the average recall and precision values between the two different resolutions are listed in Table 2 . From the results we can see that as the quality of documents drops, there is a graceful degradation in the recall while the average precision still remains consistently high. For the low resolution, we need to set a threshold as low as 0.05 to obtain a satisfactory average recall.
To test the robustness of the proposed method dealing with document fonts, we created Times New Roman. The two Roman fonts are similar to each other but not the other two fonts. We use the same set of 26 articles as in corpus I to generate document images using these four fonts. Thus 104 documents with different fonts constitute our corpus VII. We repeated similar steps as before and obtained the average recall and precision as shown in Table   3 . The results obtained indeed show the font sensitivity of the proposed method. As font changes, the similarity values among documents in the same font become relatively higher than the similarity values among documents in different fonts. Thus during the retrieval process, documents in the same font are more likely to be retrieved. This affects the average recall and precision. However, the relatively high recall values for the two Roman fonts suggest that it is also possible to retrieve documents in different fonts, if the fonts are reasonably similar. To provide a more objective evaluation, we used the University of Washington UW1 database which contains 979 images of scanned journal pages. However, some of the images contain large graphs and too few texts. Thus we selected 308 images that carry enough text information as our test dataset. We further note that the database which is meant for OCR research contains a random collection of document images with no grouping of similar topics.
Thus finding relevant documents may not be straightforward. To provide an objective selection of relevant documents, we applied the text-based n-gram method on the ground truths given for the UWI database to find groups of relevant documents to serve as a benchmark.
Based on our earlier experiments on corpora I to V, thresholds of 0.2 and 0.15 were used for text-based similarity and image-based similarity respectively. The result of the document image retrieval is then compared with the benchmark to find a relative recall and precision rates with respect to the text-based similarity.
We randomly picked 10 documents that have sufficient number of other similar documents based on text-based similarity. Each of these document images served as a query document to retrieve other relevant document images using our image-based similarity measure. The recall and precision rates obtained as shown in Table 4 indicate a comparable retrieval capability of the image-based approach. A rather low recall rate is however observed for document IG0M. A manual inspection shows that IG0M is the last page of a journal paper containing mainly references in a very different font and size with a high occurrence of italics. The degrading effect due to fonts was earlier observed in our test on corpus VII. Finally, we give an indication about the system's computation time. When testing with the 104 documents in corpus VII requiring 104x103/2 = 5356 comparisons, the proposed method spent around 14 minutes to produce all the similarity values on an 800-MHz Pentium-III. On the other hand, the selected OCR system spent around 24 minutes to perform the same task.
This is because the OCR approach has an extra step to convert images into text. Of course the OCR approach has the advantage of the availability of the text version of the documents.
Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a new model of document image text retrieval based on text similarity without the use of OCR. An n-gram vector is constructed for each document based on character features. The n-gram vector then serve as a text similarity measure for document retrieval.
The proposed method thus bypasses the many tasks involved in OCR including classification, structural or statistical analysis, contextual information processing and human correction [15] .
The method is also language independent. The method will be particularly useful if document images are of similar fonts and resolution such as in a corpus of newspapers.
Future work for our approach includes improving the method's robustness towards different fonts and noisy documents. This can be achieved by using word shape descriptors such as local extrema that are more robust to the fonts and noise. Our method will be used for our university's digital library, which is in the process of capturing large collections of historical document images such as newspapers and past students' theses. These imaged documents will not be OCR'ed as originally planned due to the overwhelming cost involved. The images are available for public viewing and downloading. The present method will provide an automated means of retrieving similar document images from the library website without having to download every image for inspection of its content to decide its relevance.
